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OCTOBER (OR WAS IT NOVEMBER?) MEETING & AUCTION

The October meeting was held November 6, 1969, at the Burlingame shop of Larry Mangus
and Bill Roese. On-time and late-arrivers were nonplussed to discover that they were
interrupting a program that Larry had arranged after the publication of the last
bulletin, scheduled to start at 8:00. It was a rehearsal of Arensky's Waltz and
Debussy's Fetes by Allan Cruse and Galen Peipenburg, to be presented November 22 in a
recital at Baldwin Hall in San Mateo. Later, Laura Nicolaisen played Chopin for the
club members and many guests. There was time between for conducting the business
meeting and the scheduled mail auction, and enjoying recorded performances on the
Steinway upright ~uo-Art and the Chickering Ampicos A & B.

Members attending were Bob & Ginny Billings, Gar Britten, Tod & Bernice Carnes, Bob &
Roberta Cherney, Jim Elfers, John & Wilma Field, Ed Hayden, Doug Hickling, Nick Jarrett,
Roger Johnson, Bill Knorp, Joe Launderville, Dale & Sally Lawrence, Mel Luchetti, Jack &
Ruth Maiman, Tom Meeder, Chuck Merkel, Gordon & Kathy Osser, Roy Peek, Alf & Marjorie
Werolin, and Bill Wherry.

During the business meeting the matter of the mail auction's treasury percentage was
brought up for a vote, and it w~s passed that 10% should be added to the selling price
paid by the bidder, and 5% deducted from the same price before payment to the pledger.
Thus the 15% is more equitably distributed. However, as I had forgotten to bring the
matter up at the last meeting and the bids for the October/November auction had already
been submitted, it seemed fair to delay the percentage split until the next auction.
Hence in the latest one, the full 15% is still being deducted from the pledgers' funds.

The conduct of the auction seemed to be an annoyance to our host and numerous attending
members, so it has been suggested that it be changed to a strictly remote auction
without live participation, but this has yet to he presented for a vote. I tend to
disagree with this, as it would deprive the transaction of the witnesses that ensure a
fair auction and lead to suspicion that the few people willing to support the work of
the auction are pulling shady deals, yet I agree that this last live auction left a
great deal to be desired. I do not for a minute believe we have anyone in the club who
would use the auction to serve their own ends, but I .know we have a great many members
who are willing to believe that others would . For every person willing to do something
for nothing, there's another person to ask "What's in it for him?".

Although I felt I had rather belabored it in the March Bulletin, I have .since learned
that a number of members i1on't" fully understand the auction procedure . There seems to
be a tendency for some Associates to assume that the attending bidders are making out
like crazy, while some local members feel the mail b idders are given unfair advantage
when their bid is given preference over an equal live bid.

For purposes of explanation, let's assume there is one mail bidder, who has specified
his maximum bids on the bid list - the highest th~t he is willing to pay. Via the bid
list, he is represented by volunteer 'RepresentativeS' who will bid for him. However,
just as the bidder present is not required to admit in the beginning how high he will
ultimately be .willing to go, neither does the Representative immediately blurt out the
mail bidder's highest price, but just keeps responding to the live bidding in
increments of 25~ until he either wins the roll for the absentee, or reaches his
maximum and has to stop. If it happens that this maximum and the last live bid are
the same, the absentee is given preference for two reasons: his bid was submitted
earlier, and he has no ch ance to break the tie by raising his bid. Therefore if the
bidder present is not willing to go 25~ higher, the absentee will win the i tern. It
should be noted that this rule applies to Regular and Associate Members as well - the
only distinction here is between those present and those absent.
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Another rule that should be understood is that anyone directly involved in the auction 
including the Auctioneer, Representative and those who help compile the mail hids
beforehand - are not ~l1owert to bid live, but must stick to their bids as expressed on
the bid lists and called by the Representative. The reason for this is to prevent them
from using their advance knowledge to bid an item up just to make the absentee pay full
price, even though no one else wants the item that much. I don't suspect that anyone
presently in AMICA would stoop to such spiteful machinations, but rules have to foresee
future contingencies, and that was a possible loophole the auction committee detected.

To enable one Representative to handle all the mAiled bids (since few people are willing
to forego live bidding), a procedure has been adopted whereby a few volunteers conduct a
preliminary 'auction' just among the absentee bidders, to determine which 'won' each
item, and for whom the Representative will be bidding during the live auction. ' Obv i ous l y
he will be representing the absentee who is willing to go the highest for each item - who
submitted the highest maximum. Although he wH1 not have to start the bidding that high,
he must at least top the next-highest mail bidder, so during the live auction the
Representative will give an opening bid that is 25~ higher than the next~highest maximum.

Pause here to define terms: MINIMUM BID - the lowest amount the item's owner (pledger)
will accept; MAxIMUM BID - the highest an absentee bidder is willing to pay; OPENING BID 
the first bid submitted by the Representative on heha1f of an absentee (if he starts the
bidding with the term "MINIMUM", it means he has no bids for this item, and anyone
present may open with the minimum); WINNING BID - the amount for which the item finally
sell s ,

Let's take an example of an item with a MINIMUM of $1.50. If no one bids on it hy mail,
the Representative tells the Auctioneer that a MINIMUM of $1.50 is required, and anyone
present may offer that amount. If, however, absentee 'A' has submitted a MAXIMUM of $7
on that item, the Representative gives an OPENING bid of $1.50 on his behalf. If no one
else bids, 'A' gets the item for $1.50. Otherwise the Representative continues to
respond to live bids until he wins the item for 'A', or until he reaches his MAXIMUM of
$7. If absentee 'B' has submitted a MAXIMUM of $5 for the same item, the Representative
is still bidding on behalf of 'A', but he must give an OPENING bid of $5 .25.

In the case of two equal mailed MAXIMUMS, the earliest postmarked wins the item at the
MAXIMUM amount, unless out-bid by someone present. This happened with Rhapsody in Blue
in the last auction. Two mail bidders submitted MAXIMUMS of $15, so the earliest
postmarked was considered the winner until the auction opened at that price and two
bidders present boosted it to $16.25.

The procedure still may not be clear to you, but I think I can safely state that it has
now been thorough1y ,be1abored. For those present who thought they'd been had, of the
87 items on the list, only 27 were won by bidders present, but 53 drew no live bidding
at all! For those absent who fe1 t cheated, 46 of the 87 items were won by mail bidders,
while 21 received no mailed bids . 14 of the items received no bids of any kind! If
discontent prevails, I might suggest that you bid on more items, even if it's only the
minimum or slightly higher. It can't be encouraging to the pledgers to have their
offerings snubbed, and with everybody bidding on the relatively few 'gems', it's
inevitable that there are going to be few winnirtg bidders, present or absent.

As incentive to the reluctant pledgers, I would like to point out that source 'E'
pledged 20 rolls, kept his minimums to the standard $1.50, yet drew the highest
winning bid of $16.25 and received a total of $72.04 - even after the 15% deduCtion!

On the next page are the results of the auction. Where the WINNING is the same or
lower than the MAX IMU.,1 (highest mailed bid), the item was won by an absentee bidder;
when the WINNING is higher than the MAXIMUM, it was won by a bidder present; when the
MINIMUM and WINNING are the same, the bidder was unchallenged - a mail bidder if a
MAXIMUM is shown.



OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1969 AUCTION RESULTS

LOT/SRC MINM MAXM WINNG / LOT/SRC MINM MAXM WINNG / LOT/SRC MINM MAXM WINNG
DUO-ART AMPICO (Con t t d) AMPICO (Cont'd)

1 E 1.50 5.00 4 .75 30 A 1. 75 1. 75 60 C 4 005 4 025 4 .05
2 E 1.50 4.00 2.50 31 A 2.00 2.50 2.25 61 C 5.10 11.25 9.75
3 E 1.50 6.10 3.50 32 A 1. 50 2 000 2 025 ARTRIO ANGELUS
4 E LSD 5.60 3.50 33 A 1.75 2.00 2 .00 62 C 4.85 4.85 4 085
5 E 1.50 4 000 2025 34 A 1.50 3 000 3 025 63 C 4.05 4.05 4.05
6 E 1.50 5.00 4.75 35 A 1.50 88-NOTE & EXPRESSION
7 E 1.50 5.00 3 075 36 A 1.50 L50 64 A 3 000 4 000 3 050
8 E 1.50 5.00 3.75 37 A 1.75 2.50 2 075 65 A 1.50
9 E 1.50 6.00 5.25 38 A 1 075 3.00 2 .75 66 A 2.00 2.00

10 E 1. 50 3050 3 025 39 A 2 .00 3.50 3 025 67 A 2.00 2 000
11 E 1.50 4 000 3 025 40 A 1.75 1. 75 68 B .50 .50 050
12 E 1.50 3.25 2 .50 41 A 2 000 2.00 2 .25 69 B .50
13 E 1. 50 4.00 4.25 42 C 6 060 6.60 6.60 70 B 050
14 E 1.50 2025 2.50 43 C 6.60 6.60 6 .60 71 B . 50
15 E 1.50 6.00 4 .50 44 C 6 060 72 B .50
16 E 1.50 4.25 4.50 45 C 6 .60 11.25 11.25 73 B 050 1.00 050
17 E 1. 50 3 000 3.25 46 C 6 .60 b .00 6 .60 74 B .50
18 E 1.50 3.25 3.50 47 C 6 .60 11.00 6 .60 75 B .50
19 E 1.50 3.00 3 000 48 C 6 060 15.00 7.05 76 B 050
20 E 1.50 15.00 16.25 49 C 6 .60 11.00 6.60 77 B .50
21 G 2.00 4.50 4.25 50 C 6.60 15.00 8.25 78 0 2.50 2.50
22 G 1. 50 2.75 3.00 51 C 4 .60 5.00 5.?5 79 D .50
23 G 1.50 5.25 5025 52 c 4.60 8.00 5.00 80 D • SO
24 G 2 000 3.75 3.50 53 C 4 060 8.00 8 025 81 D .50
25 G 1.50 4.00 2.50 54 C 3 085 4.25 4050 82 0 .50 .50 . 50
26 G 2.00 5.50 5.50 55 C 3 060 9 .00 5.25 83 D .50 050 . 50
27 G 2.00 4.75 5.00 56 C 4 060 5.00 4 .60 84 0 1.00 1.00 1.25

AMPICO 57 C 3.55 4 025 4 050 85 0 .50 .50
28 A 2.00 3.50 3.00 58 C 4.10 4 075 5.00 86 0 .25 1 .75 2.00
29 A 1. 75 3.00 2 025 59 C 3 0R5 4.00 3.85 87 0 025 .50 075

GIRD YOUR LOINS FOR THE NEXT AUCTION

3

It has not proven feasible to schedule auctions ahead of tiroe. After giving two
months warning for the last one, I still received letters asking "Is it too late to
pledge rolls?" Now hear this: by the time such a question gets to me, my reply gets
back to you, and the pledges finally arrive, it most assuredly IS too late.

Since a few of our more cooperative sources are apparently willing to send in their
pledges and wai t for the next Auction, I'm going to hope th is will be agreeable to
everyone. SENn IN YOUR PU::DGES NOW, or whenever you get duplicates in the future.
When I accumulate enough (probably in January), I will print t.he bid lists and schedule
the auction. Generally, I t-hink "enough" is somewhere between our first . auction (128
items) and our second (87). Much less than that isn't worth the trouble, and much
more hits the winning bidders' pocketbooks too hard, and results in many futile bids
on the real 'gems' and practically none on the less exciting rolls.

Remember, under this system, pledged rolls MUST be saved until the auction results are
known, and I can't..guarantee how long that will t ake , as it depends on the participation
of more people than presently seem willing to pledge . If a really desireable trade
presents itself, call or write me to see if the bid lists have been typed before you
promise the roll to someone. If they haven't, I will remove the designated roll from
your list of pledges. OtherWise, it's committed.

- - ........



4 NOVEMBER MEETING IN KENSINGTON

Of all times, the November meeting will be held in November ~ Friday the 28th, to be
exact, at 7:30 P.M. (note earlier time), at the home of Dale & Sally Lawrence,
837 Coventry Road, Kensington (between Berkeley ~nd Fol Cerrito), California, Qu707.
Telephone (area 415) 526~8438 . nIRF.CTIONS: from the Eastbay Fr.eeway, take the AJ,BANY
turnoff going East. This hecomes Marin Avenue . Continue on MArin for approximately
2 mi Les , to a cfr cular Ar€'ll. Follow <'irclIlAr drive About 2/3 around, veering off onto
Arlington . There is a green street sign marking this direction. Follow Arlington
(which is a divided stree6 until you come to a business intersection. There is a
wire fence divider . You must go to the end of the fence and make a sharp U-.turn
(taking care not to plow into the Police Station) to Coventry. The Lawrence home is
D837 on the right.

Sally is a native Berkeleyan (Berkelite1) , while Dale was born in Iowa but raised mostly
in California. After graduating from Berkeley High School, na1e spent 3 years in the
Air Force, stationed most of the time in Tennessee . After he returned and Sally
graduated from Berkeley IUgh, they met when her family moved next door to Dale's in
1945. A courtship ensued over the fence, and they married in 1946 . They now have
three children: Cynthia (Penny), age 22 (a Junior at the University of California);
Bill, 20 (married and living in Albany, California); and Peter, 18 . Dale has been a
Laboratory Technician at Cal os Davis Hall for 25 years . Sally is currently working for
Kaufman's Draperies in Berkeley .

Their first experience with automated musical instrl~ents came in 1952, when they bought
a piano on which "the child" could learn to play. It turned out to be a 1927 Schultz
upright foot-pumped player . That was replaced by a 1925 'Anderson Chickering' Ampico 'A U,
which was subsequently sold to a collector in Salt Lake City . The Lawrence's first
restoration project was a 1923 Haines Brothers upright Ampico °A' , which is now in
Oakland. The following instruments are still owned by the Lawrences, although only the
first-named is functional: 1935 Chickering 5'~' Ampico ' B' (bought with 9 rolls in
1961); 1911 Melville Clark upright Solo Art Apollo (both electric and foot-pumped);
a wide-roll Welte-Mignon vorsetzer; a 1909 Krakauer upright with wide-roll Welte-Mignon
built in (New York piano firm, German -made mechanism); and a 1921 Weber 5'6" Themodist~

Metrostyle pumper - the only player grand I've ever seen . They also have a Stella 15"
disc music box of approximately 1900 vintage, with 23 discs, and a Pathe phonograph.

The Solo Art Apollo is an interesting mechanism, having about five levels of automatic
volume control . The trackerbar has well over 100 ports, as some of the notes apparently
have two ports each (as well as a double stack) - the extra set for theme use~ Dale
once saw one in a 6' Mason & Hamlin . Since most of the bulky mechanism was in a
separate cabinet, such 'dynamic duos' were often called "cow & calf" .

The Welte-Mignon vorsetzer was bought in 1963 for $12, from a mAn who had intended to
haul it to the dump. One box of rolls were with it . He had acquired it from an estate
in Piedmont (Oakland) . Dale investigated and found that the vorsetzer us original owner
had also left the upright Krakauer to his daughter, who was willing to sell it with 30
more rolls . Around 400 others had already been taken to the dump (I hate to hear
stories like that, but envariably repeat them so others can suffer with me). The
Lawrences now have about 100 red-paper and grey rol~s.

During the meeting Dale & Sally plan to tell of their visit to the Yamaha Piano Factory
in Hamamatsu, Japan, while they were on their 10-week world tour last fall . They also
have slides to show. I was interested to learn that the pianos are made (as they have
been since before the turn of the century) by the same huge firm that makes the
motorcycles and numerous other products, incl uding skis . They turn out about 45 grand .
pianos a day, and part of the process involves having them pounded .on for 10 minutes.
by a vorsetzer between tunings. Dale doesn't think the vorsetzer is roll -actuated,
however, and its poundings are not meant to be musical so much as punitive.

The Lawrences also revealed that they found a source of Duo-Art rolls in their travels,
and I hereby confide the address to anyone who happens to be in the neighborhood:
A. Godin & Co., 1 Regal Building, New Delhi, India . The dealer seemed to think that
the 4 roupees offered for 5 British Duo-Art rolls was a handsome price indeed (about
20<; a roll) .



AMICA'S FIRST CHAPTER - IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA - MEETING IN DECEMBER 5

Last November 26th, Jon Lawson and Anita Nickels entertained in her Fullerton home
a group of people interested in reproducing pianos - some of t hem already AMICA
Associates. After. some discussion they decided unan I mo us Ly to form a Southern
California chaptert Their first 'official' meeting will be held on Saturday night
at 7100 P.M., December 6, 1969, at the home of members Jon Lawson & Don Plagmann,
1560 Rolling Hills Drive, Monterey Park, California, 91754 (phone area 213, 263-5484).
AMICAns everywhere are welcome to attend, but members of the parent organization in
Northern California have been especially encouraged to make the trip and help work out
the details of chapterhood.

The L. A. Chapter plans to meet every two months . Highlights of the December include
the presence of AMICA Honorary Edgar Fairchild, whom the Northern Californians remember
fondly from his October, 1966 visit here, at the Werolins' . AMICAns everywhere are
indebted to Cooky Fairchild for the feature articles in the September 1969 bulletin.
Another highlight of the December meeting in Monterey Park will be the Lawson/Plagmann
home itself, which Ani ta tells me is a veri table museum of beautiful antiques, including
over 350 pieces of Wedgewood~ I am told the place is always mobbed when they host the
meetings of the Musical Box Society chapter, of which both Jon and Anita are officers
(Treasurer and Recording Secretary, respectively). The instruments to be seen and heard
at this meeting are listed on page 7 of this bulletin.

Anita insists she is no organizer, but she is to he commended for sponsoring the November
get-together, which numerous members have written to tell me was extremely enjoyable.
Anita is to continue as Chairman of the group until elections can be held, but after that
she feels her MBS activities and her job as Librarian of Nogales High School (she has a
Masters in Library Sciences) will be all she can handle - not to mention her duties as a
widowed mother of three~ A folk-dance enthusiast and member of the Sierra Club, just a
few of Anita's 'bags' are hiking, mountain-climbing and shooting the Colorado River
rapidst Other than that, she has nothing much to keep her busy, so she collects early
American glass, souvenir spoons, lithophane steins, and music boxes.

Sam Thompson of Hollywood wrote to report that Ani tal s circa 1924 Chickering 5' 5" blond
art case Ampico 'A' played marvelously, and four people brought excess rolls for trading
and selling. A lot of information was exchanged at the November gathering, and Sam gave
a roll -repairing demonstration. Anita provided the follOWing guest list, with a few
notesl Jon Lawson & Don Plagmann, Tom & Evelyn Meeder & son (Tom is in the heating
contracting business), Martin & Darleen Stoner (he a Plant Pathologist at Cal Poly, she
a 5th grade teacher), Mel Shores (built Tushinsky's Ampico vorsetzer), Sam Thompson
(Photo-engraver for L.A. Times), John Ruccione (works for Control Data, bought Sam's
Fischer Ampico), Bill & Bobbie Mintz (Bill is an Engineer and ragtime enthusiast,
presently rebuilding his Ampico), Dan Tillmanns (Physicist with Naval weapons at
Corona - player organ enthusiast), Clark Sallows, and Rick Enriques.

At this point red like to throw i n a few more goodies that I've recently learned.
Tom Meeder's son is probably our youngest buff. At age 9 he already punches piano
rolls . They don't play, of course, but the enthusiasm is there~ I daresay even Cooky
had to start someWhere, and at age 9 I don't suppose his editing would have been as
acceptable to Rachmaninov as it was ultimately to be. I've also learned that Tushinsky's
Welte-Mignon and Ampico vorsetzers produce much better ' l i ve ' performances than the Sony
electronic recordings reveal to us over the air. It was bad enough that radio and the
phonograph killed the reproducing piano industry in the first place, but that bad
acoustical recordings should continue to beat the corpse is too mucht Small wonder
many people regard the reproducer recordings as "too good to be true" - when what they
think of as "true" are inferior phonograph records and tape transcriptions~



6 DECK THE HALLS & LIKE THAT

The Christmas Party will be held at 8:00 o'clock Saturday night, December 13, 1969,
at Dick Reutlinger's home, 824 Grove Street, San Francisco, California, 94117 (phone
415, FI6-8669). Refer to the June 1969 AMICA Bulletin for directions.

Since the club treasury puts out money for wassail and a groaning board, we tend to be
a little more mercenary on this occasion than we are a regular meetings. Of course,
members are always welcome - w~ether they be Honorary, Regular, Associate, local or
distant. Guests are also welcome, but we must insist that the members bringing them
kick $1 into the pot for each non-member they bring. You will .recognize the pot as you
enter, for we hope to have Treasurer Tod Carnes .standing beside it in a ratty Santa Claus
costume, ringing his chimes. For $1 he will let a guest enter. For $2 he will send a
CARE package to a retired roll-puncher in Rochester, New York.

Here it getscomplicated~ but try to follow this, and see if we haven't been as fair as
possible: since many - but not all - of our memberships Lnc l ude two people, a
.member s h i p is therefore deemed to be a 'set'. That is, it may be the two people named
in the memberRhip, or it may he A single type and one free guest (if you know any free
guests). Anybody else - including bonafide related children, sisters, cousins & aunts 
cost a $ per body. We will not embarass your guests by asking them for money - the
member is expected to come across, discreetly, and with an abundance of yuleti.de
conviviality. If you can't scrape up enough conviviality, we'll settle for the cash.
This is an especially tender subject for me, since the Treasurer has been harassing my
literary extravagance all year with admonishments to .. save enough money for the .Christmas
Party!" Don't get me wrong c Tod thinks the bulletin is great - but NOTHING stands
between him and his yuletide spirits!

Since the Southern Californians have been especially gracious in extending an invitation
to all of us to attend their December meeting, we would like to offer additional
encouragement for them to make it up for our festivities.

DUE UNTO THE TREASURY

A gentle reminder that the 1970 dues must be collected by January first. No more
coddling like last year, when the membership list didn't come out until April~ Next
year only them what has paid by Jan . 1st will be on the list, and no bulletins will be
sent (except to Honorary Members) until the dues are received. It might be less
painful if you send them in now, before Christmas strikes and renders you enpaupered
for another six mOnths.

Remember that dues will be $5 for Associate Members and $10 for Regular Members.
Neither membership is restricted on the basis of locality, and all members will receive
the bulletin, have access as both seller and buyer in the mail auctions, and will be
welcome at any of the meetings . The difference is that the Regular Members may vote
and take part in the club's policy decisions. We already have some former Associates
who have signed up as next year's RegUlars, and 1 expect some of our less active locals
will prefer the chea~er Associate membership next year . Whatever grabs you.

- ...........



NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 7

CRAIN, JAMES, & L'AMOUREUX, TIM, 15746 Sherman Way, Van Nuys, Calif.,
Late '20's Knabe AMPICO A. 91406 ----- (213) 988-3276
MOST-WANTED ROLLS (all 88-note): "Playmor" played by Charley
Straight, "Entertainers' Rag", "Magnetic Rag", "Pineapple Rag",
and "Euphonic Sounds" (last three Scott Joplin composi t Lons ) ,

GLUCKMAN, FRANK, 310 W. 92nd. St.~ N.Y.C., N.Y., 10025 ------------------ (212) TR7-0855
1916 Steinway 9' DUO-ART/AMPICo/wELTE-MIGNON (has all 3 units).

HARDMAN, JACK, 50 Mountain Rd., Verona, N.J ., 07044 ----------------- ---- (201) 239 Ql050
1928 Steinway 5'7" DUO-ART.

HART, MRS. TONI, 1035 10th. St., Boulder, Colo., 80302.

HOWE, RICHARD, 12335 Rip Van Winkle, Houston, Tex., 77024 ------ --------- (713) 465-5430
Knabe Louis XV AMPICO B; Wurlitzer Model 164 65-note BAND ORGAN;
Wurlitzer Style '0' 65-note PHOTOPLAYER.

LAWSON, JON H., & PLAGMANN , DON L . , 1560 Rolling Hills Dr ., Monterey Park,
Calif ., 91754 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - -- - (213) 263-5484

1925 Haines Brothers 5'5" AMPICO A; 1920 Seeburg 'A' NICKELODEON;
1925 Tangley 44-pipe CALLIOPE; 1890 l2-disc changer MUSIC BOX;
1890 Polyphon MUSIC BOX.
MOST-WANTED ROLLS (all Ampico): Nyiregyhazi playing Tschaikowsky~s

"Waltz of the Flowers"; Hofmann playing Mendelssohnws Scherzo in
F. Minor, Op . 12 No.2; Saint-Saens playing his Samson et OAIila Finale
to Act I, and Valse Langourese Op . 120; Arden & Carroll playing Strauss'
Blue Danube Waltz; anybody playing Delibes' Coppelia Ballet Waltz; any
of the Dinner Music series; and anything by the Original Piano Trio.

McGEE, DOUG, Autumn Dr., West de Pere, Wis., 54178 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - (414) 336-6625
1926 Mason & Hamlin 5'8~" AMPICO A; 1968 Kawai 7' with 1935 AMPICO B.
(Doug is a Specialist in repair & rebuilding of reproducing and player
pianos.) MOST-WANTEO ROLLS (all Ampico): Volavy playing Grieg's
Concerto in A Minor - all 3 movements (Jumbo); Milne & Leith playing
Gershwin's American in Pari~ (Jumho); PAttison playing Carpenter's
Polonaise Americaine; Sherry Brothers playing "The Lambeth Walk";
and Copeland playing Zuera's Igualada.

MINTZ, WILLIAM, 4913 Woodman Ave., Sherman Oaks, Calif., 91403 ------- - - - (213) 788-0138
1924 Symphonique 5'~' AMPICO A; c. 1905 Cecilian PIANO-PLAYER .
MOST-WANTED ROLL: "A good arrangement of 'Oceana Roll' . "

NETHERCUTT, J. B., 221 S. Rockingham Ave., Los Angeles, Calif ., 90049 - - - (213) 395-3943
Hupfeld DEA VORSETZER . (This is the first such in AMICA, and
the first I've heard of in the U.S . Mr. Nethercutt has 3 rolls
for it, and would probably not be amused if J suggested he hire
someone to code some Ampico conversions for it . J .B. also has
numerous other Instr oment;s in the restoration stage, but declines
to list them at this time. He's having display space constructed
so members of AMICA and MBS can share the enjoyment of his
co l Lect Lon , ) MOST-WANTED ROLLS: "I would like to have any and
all Hupfeld orchestrion rolls which may be available."

PYE, ROBERT A. , 926 Manhattan Dr., Kelowna, B.C., Canada ---------------- (604) 762-0668
1925 Mason & Risch 6'1" Louis XIV DUO-ART .
(Bob is our first Canadian member, and also collects old phonograph
records, which he sometimes featuTPs on his CHBC r ad i o prcgram, )
MOST-WANTF.O ROLLS (all Duo-Art): Donahue playing Mendelssohn's "Wedding
March" Ev "F:lfin Chorus" from Midsummer Nieht's Oream; Hofmann playing Chopin's
Scherzo, Op. 31; Leginska playing Schulz-Evler's Concert Arabesques on Strauss'
Blue Danube Waltz; Bauer & Gabrilowitsch playing Arensky's Valse; and Maddon
playing "Ev'ry Day Away from You" .



8 NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS (Cont'd)

SAUL, DAVID L., 1126 Sheridan Ave. p Chico, Calif., 95926 ---------------- (916) 343-5405
1927 Chickering 5'8" Louis XIV AMPICO B. (Of course, the 'B'
mechanism is not the one that was originally installed in the '27
instrument. Recently moved to CaliforniA, Dave is most enthusiastically
welcomed here after the rAV~S we'vp heArn of his restoration talents
fram numerous Associates, including Kuykendall of Austin and Vandiver of
Weatherford, Texas, and Coverdale of Waynesville, Ohio.)
MOST-WANTF.D ROI.l.S (flll Ampico): Levi tzki playing 3rd movement of
Beethoven'l; ".App:lI:;sionflt.q" SonA.tA; RAr.hmaninov playing Chopin's Scherzo
in B-flat Minor, Ope 31; Brailowsky playing the 1st 3 movements of
Beethoven's Sonata, Ope 31 No.3; and Arden & Carroll playing
"The Continental".

SHORES, MELVIN Do, 914 Eo Diamondale Dr., Carson, Calif., 90247 - - - - - - - - - (213) 329-5786
WELTE-MIGNON VORSETZER. (Mel works for the Carty Piano Company in
Inglewood, and . is the one who built the Ampico vorsetzer that
Joseph Tushinsky uses on his "Keyboard Immortals" radio program.
Mel is currently t nsre ll ing An Ampico system in SAm Thompson's
gutted9'~' Steiriway, and building two Duo-Art vorset7.ers, for
Tushinsky and his brother Irving . Mel plays his own 1918 Welte
vorsetzer on his 1939 Sohmer 9' concert grand.) MOST-WANTED ROLLS
(all Wide-roll Welte-Mignon, all Chopin) 3 Margolies playing Ballade
in F, Ope 38; Gorainoff playing the 1st 3 movements of Chopin's
Concerto; Dr"ucker playing Scherzo, Ope 39; and De Motta playing
Scherzo, Op, 54.

STONER, DR. MARTIN & DARLEEN, 13800E W. Orange Grove Ave., Pomona,
Calif ., 91766 ----------------------------- (714) 623-7270

1910 Wurlitzer #125 BAND ORGAN; 1~168 Stella 17" DISC MUSIC BOX .
(At present the Stoners have no reproducing piano, but they're
shopping for one.)

TRIPPET, R. S., 1724 E. 29th St., Tulsa, Okla.
Knabe AMPICO A. (This instrument was given a blond finish by the
late Jo C. Daggs .)

THE MAPLE LEAF CLUB

Southern California Associates Sam Thompson and Anita Nickels have told me of an
organization of rag and jazz fans called "The Maple Leaf Club", and sent sample copies
of their beautifully-printed bi -monthly bulletin, "The Rag Times" 0 Included in its
information are frequent listings of ragtime piano rolls. Six editions of this fine
publication can he acquired by sending the. AmA7.ingly low $2 annual dues to: The Maple
Leaf Club, Box 337, Temple City, California, 91780 . The group also recuts limited
edi tions of rare old ragtime rolls (88-note) for sale to members. I don't know how
"Piano Roll" Albert can put out such a fine Ll Lustmered. bulletin for the $2 .due s ,
while this sheet of mine milks our tre.asw::y of. $2.5.0 & $5 dues. and. takes .all . the time
I can spare . There'lL be more money next year with $5 & $10 dues, .butI .s t il l doubt
that anyone will have the time to appr'oach "The Rag. Times'" professional formatting
and ill ustrations. '

RETRACTION OF SORTS

Bob & Barbara Whiteley of San Rafael feel that my remark about Tip Top in the October
Bulletin might. .be misconstrued by some to incorrectly represent . their own feelings on
the restoration of t.heir Chickering Ampico 'A' . They personally feel that Mr. Henry
Emerson did a job . just short of miraculous in reclaiming a p Lano that . had heen stored
on its side .f or many years - and I admit the instrument' stone production was beautiful
both before and after the adjustments to which I referred, so the credit is clearly Mr.
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Emerson's. I have also heard from another source that he does excellent work, so if
someone in the San Francisco Bay Area ever has occasion to entrust a piano to Tip Top
or Mission Music, they are advised to insist that Henry Emerson does the work on it.

THE OLD NUMBERS GAME

Both Nelson Barden of Boston and Sam Thompson of Hollywood have revealed to me the
innermost secrets of the Ampico roll numbering system - exclusive of the very early
rolls. Let's take the 210000 series: only the first five digits form the contiguous,
sequential number. The . fin<ll .di g i t indicates the roJ l' S $ize: "I" meaning small; "3"
large; and "5", Jumbo. Hence three contiguous releases might be numbered "210543"
(a large roll), "210553" (another large roll), and "210561" (a small roll).

The final alphabetic character indicates the price of the roll. Sam breaks down the
formula for us - start with 25~ for 'A' and add a quarter for each subsequent letter,
skipping 'I' (which was probably avoided as it too closely resembles the numeric '1'):

A - .25 F - 1.50
B - .'50 G - 1. 75
C - .75 H - 2.00
o - 1.00 I -
E - 1.25 J - 2.25 (etc.)

-I am also told by Bill Pixley of Colorado Springs that although there is no direct
relationship between the numbering of the post-merger Ampico And Dun-Art issues, they
generally follow the same sequence. ThAt is, "TAke Me in Your Arms" (Ampico 214291 and
Duo-Art.Q2.Q1) is followed by "Rise £.. Shine" (Ampico 214301 and Duo-Art .Q.2Q!!); hut
inconsistencies occur in such cases as "Melodies in Bl ue" (Ampico 71463), which was
released on TWO Duo-Art rolls - 7501 &~, making the nextav<lilah.le numbers ~x
and 7503, respec.tively. The Duo-Art conversions to Ampico also threw off the sequence,
adding new Ampico numbers without corresponding new Duo-Art counterparts. Also,
apparently Duo-Art production stopped a year 'before Amp Lco , By about 1935 both issues
started carrying both numbers - Duo-Art on the green Ampico-style leader, and Ampico
either on the leader or at the end of the roll.

TAKE ME TO YOUR DUO-ART LEADER

I have done some quick research into the change of Duo-Art leader design, but would
appreciate it if someone could refine it for me.

The original brown-on-buffGrinling Gibbons-type design was used until about 1922 on
both popular and classical rolls. I don't know when the linen-textured pasted-on
leader (Which later buckled and caused reWinding) was . replaced by the same design
printed on the roll pAper itself. In 1922 the architectural pattern was used, with a
border of white-on-bIAck, for both pops and classics . I don't know whether the artist's
picture was used only early in this p(>riod, or alternately throughout it. During this
same time the year and month was frequently stamped at the end of the roll, as mentioned
in the October '69 bulletin, continuing through the '20's.

In 1925, the pops leader was changed to the same ~rchi.tectnral design, but with A black
on-white border. For a brief period brown ink WAS used, but soon reverted to black in
1926. This pattern and the older, white-on-black on~ for classics continued through the
fire and merger until 1932, although I have a few '30-'31 pop medleys with no printed
leader, but with box labels at the beginning of the rolls. In about 1932 the Ampico 
style leader was used, printed in black. Around 1935 it was printed in the same green
used by Ampico, and the Ampico numbers were included at the toprlghtof the leader
design. The latest popular songs IhavEt were copyrighted in 1937. I have no classics
at all with a leader design later than tpe whi t e-on-b l ack archftiect ur'a l ,
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I was hoping that the reprinting of Alf Werolin's roll maintenance suggestions ;1n ,t he
October '69 bulletin would prompt someone to write in the exact spec1ficatiohsfor the ..
O-ring gaskets to be used on the left spool-end, and sure enough, Gi 1 Kuykendall'of .
Austin, Texas came through - even sending .s ampl es ! The brllnd and siz.e of "fibre stem
washers" he uses is Kirkhill Inc. (Downey, CRlif . ~ Des Plaines, rn ,» W-398-62B. The
rings are perfect for Duo-Art flanges (after some forcing), as well as Ampico, Welte
Mignon and others I've tried, and far preferable to twisted rubber bands.

Tod & Bernice Carnes investigated for us, and found the washers rather dear, with a list
price of $3.48 per.. 100. I found the same size of another brand priced at 10C ..!!.£h in a.
hardware store! Howeve.r .. through tlle1rbusines~ conta.cts the Car~s are going .to order
1,000 of .chem and .make themavaUable to AMICA members fo~ ,$2 .5 0 per 100. Make your
check payable to Charles Fe . Carnes (as this is not a treas..ury,project), .,and sene;tyour
order directly to his business 'addr es s : ll80R San Pablo Avenue, El Cerrito, California,
94530. .. ... - .. -

AMPICO LABELS FOR SALE

The Ampico box labels which Gordon Osser had reprinted are available for sale to AMICA
members. They, are good . quality reprints in black on white of the mid-era labels with
the cherubs flanking the Roman-type 'AMPICO'. They come in both large and small
(narrower, but same .he i gh t as the large), and are already gummed on the back for easy
application. The price is 25C for 12 labels of either size. Order each size in mUltiples
of twelve.

Tod Carnes wUl handle the orders. To forego the complications of minimum orders <and
extra charg.es._forpostage , & mailing., he is simply requesting that a stamped., self- ' .,
addressed .enve l Qpe _be . provided with .each 'or de r . At least 48 of the labels can be sent
first class for a 6C stamp. Make check payable to Gordon Osser, but send orders to .
Charles F. Carnes, 11808 San Pablo Avenue, El Cerrito, California, '94S30 ~

.........

MASON & HAMLIN - NOT LYNN BARI - WAS tlgUEEN OF ..THE BeS"

If you have enough money left over after paying 1970 dues and buying washers & Ampico
labels, you might want to consider buying an Ampico 'B'. Gil Kuykendall, 2Sl0 Kenmore
Court, Austin, Texas, 78703 (phone 512, 472-2252) wants to sell two of his Mason &
Hamlin Ampico B's (or, rather, his wife wants him, to). My impeccable filing system
does not seem to yield the information he sent me about them,' but 'Jjlnterestedparties
would have to get in touch with Gil, anyway. I only ;know tha't one Is an eXllct 'duplicate
of the 1930 S'.9" standard case' that he intends to keep, .and"the. ot!;ler is a walnu~Louis

XVI art case. One is unrestored,.. wht"le. the other (I don' t recali "wh i ch) has been . - _
immaculately rebuilt .by Dave SauL, whose•.talents , a munber ofknowledgeable peop~ehav:e
extolled. AS,we all know, M & H B'liare not easy to come by, and an .a r t case vone
and/or one redone by Saul are especially desireable. Don't write to Gil unless ,Yo,",
got MONEY. These will not be one of tho$e $300 bargalnswe always .hear. about • ., .

TEST ROLLS TO TEST YOUR 'PkTIENCE

Jim Bratton of Denver reveals a fact heretofore unkriown by myself - that the r~cut
reproducer test rolls presently available are 'way off on the length o.f their tempo
tests! He . says . the. Ampico, roll .Ls off one whole foot, while ' the Welte-Mignon.Js off
nearly, 18 inches! As you know, the tempo ls.especiallycr.!.fci41 for the cresC~J}<io " , '
systems. Upon examination I discovered that ,Jl)y Duo-A:rtr~~yt,test roll, purcIias~cf,ftqJl\

Plano Tuners'Supply, is 7 inches short. This may .va r y wi t h each production ,x: un , so,' .
YOU'd better measure yours and markof{the,corre~t length, ignoring the punches i n "
the ro11 • . " . '. .. . , . .'
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If anyone in the club has a piano equipped with the Telectric mechanism, they are
encouraged to get in touch with Bob & Ginny Billings, 1428 Liberty Street, El Cerrito,
California, 94530 (phone 415, 237~38l3) . From a scrap dealer they have acquired 148
brass Telectric rolls! That's a goodly cache for any brand of rolls, but a veritable
treasure for such a rare type.

The instrument is covered beginning on page 34, and again on page 234 of Roehl's Player
Piano Treasury. It might have been considered America's first reproducing piano - as it
does have dynamic variation coded into the rolls - had not the manufacturers committed
themselves to "carefully avoiding all 'adaptations' to make it easier for the player,
and all the pecul.Lar I ties of interpretation of this or that virtuoso" . What they chose
to present instead was "the music as written by the composer and with the proper
interpretation" - . pr oper l y interpreted, one assumes, from the score by a nameless editor .
This COUld . also be improperly overridden by dials operated from a remote control device.
Apparently the apparatus was not regularly built into a particular brand, but could be
easily installed in any piano. The metal rolls ' resistance to humidity made them
especially practical for ships, and the device was used by the Navy and in luxury liners.
One wonders if some poor swabby had to keep the rolls brightly polished for inspection?

From the Treasury excerpts I assume 't ha t these Telectric rolls are for 65 notes, as
opposed to the 'Telektra' for 88 . The 5" wide cartridge holding the thin strips of
perforated .brass seem to oper.ate similar to a windowshade roller, as we found it
difficult to retract the roll after it was pulled out . Previous owners had evidently
found the same difficulty, as 10 of the.. rolls are presently unplayable for one reason
or another - some removed entirely from their cartridges. As they did not operate
pneumatics but completed electrical circuitry, the perforations are quite small and
close-set, and all the pedalling and '~xpression coding appears to be on the extreme left .

I believe the Billings already know of a market for the circa 1912 rolls, but they would
prefer making them available to an AMICA member if possible.

VIOLANO & AUTOPHONE ROLLS WANTED

Jim Chadwick has just acquired a Mills Violano from its original owner, who had an ice
cream parlor in a small Pennsylvania coal town . So judiciously did this man care for
the machine that Jim was able to acqnl r e not only 48 roll s and numerous .ca t a l og ue s &
supplements, but even the original shipping crate! However, Jim would like to find a
Violano Wall Box (page 187 Player Piano Treasury) .

Unusual among co l.Lecttor s , Jim does not pretend that he "desperately needs" rolls, but
he would like to acquire other titles, and some of his present collection would be
available for trading . He is also interested in acquiring "a piece of music that could
be put into the large category of °r e cogn i zab l e ' " for an Autophone - "one of those
small hand-squeezed organs wi th sprocketed strips of music" . Surely you all have some
of those laying about . The address is: J~mes D. ChadWick, 24 Davis Avenue, Broomall,
Pennsylvania, 19008.

LARGE ROLL CABINET WANTED , & OTHER THINGS

Haden Vandiver wants a really lar~ cabinet for his Ampico rolls. His address is
3519 Fort Worth Highway, Weatherford, Texas, 76086 (phone 817, 594-2903) . He also
wants magazine advertisements for the various reproducers from the '20's, but I told
him I wouldn't ,<lnnounce anything that gener.al, as practically everybody wants those,
and I wouldn't be able. .to keep. up with the write-in backlash: "Yeah, I want some 0'

those, too, and I want. rolls, and _". If anyone has such ads and doesn't care about
them, they might try offering them in the auction to see ,how prices go . I'd like some
myself, but have no idea what I'd pay for them.

We don't have any provision for selling advertisements in the bulletin right now, and
I doubt that we'll soon acquire the staff necessary to keep track of all the attendant
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details. However, I'll try to publish your very important needs if you'll keep them
specific and restricted to very hard-to-find items which are n2! universally saleable
in our field of interest. The bulletin can be useful to get us all to seek out these
esoteric goodies, but the more obvious wants of most of us don't need statement, and
would most equitably be turned through the auction.

In case some of you don't realize it, the roll catalogues, supplements and monthly
bulletins are also greatly. in demand, and could be profitably turned in the auction.
If you run across one, $2S might be considered .a top price for a hard-bound .catalogue.
Some might pay .more, although. most would hope to..getonefor $IS .or less. If you. pledge
such an item, please try to accurately describe its condition.- Hbinding .Loose or firm,
cover battered or good, etc. The number of pages might also affect the price, as the
1927 Duo-Art catalogue was reissued with supplemental pages in 1928 & 1929.

CHOOSE UP SIDES FOR THE CHICKNABE DISPUTE

There seems to be .some controversy regarding. the hrand of the Ampico recording piano.
Although .I named i tinthe Fairchild article, Cooky himself could not r .emember whether
it was a Chickering or .Knabe. You ,wil l note my loophole at the article' s _beginning-
"as learned in an interview. with the Editor-in-chief - with A few other accumulated
notes added". The contention that it was an unmarked Chickering, came from :Nelson.Barden,
who learned it from Dr. Hickman and Angelo Valerio. Doug Hickling says that both
Honoraries O. Fred Rydeen and Charles Cooper "insist it was a Knabe.

Although the first recording instrument (the one. used by Fairchild) was a Chickering,
Dr. Hickman could not say for sure that it was not later replaced by a Knabe - perhaps
when the recording studio .moved from one firm's headquarters to the , other's . Apparently
all that can be stated for certain was that it was not a Mason & Hamlin, which had not
yet joined the American Piano Company when the recording piano. was made. The .ar g ument
that it must have been the 'best'of the APC line seems a moot point . APC would not
be likely to favor one of their top brands over another, and I doubt that anyone. else
could say unequivocably whether the Chickering or Knabe was better. The choice might
simply have been a matter of which action or construction was most conducive to
accepting the .re.cording mechanism. I think it natural that the instrument would be the
brand of the original recording stUdio's host, and also probable that there would be
neither a need nor the funds . to build another recording piano. after the depression and
the AEolian fire forced the two rival concerns to merge. It seems unlikely that
Chickering Hall would have beenashamedoLit~sothe fact , the instrument was unmarked
would seem to suggest that this unusual anonymity must have been assumed later in the
Knabe headquarters.

If you're hoping to prove which of the APC brands was 'best', don't rely on the
recording piano for proof - play them~ - - ........

AMPICO CONCERT

Our new Southern California Associates, Jon Lawson and Don Plagmann, have sent me a
program of the Ampico concert they gave last March for some of their friends. This is
an excellent way to introduce reproducing pianos to the unsuspect Ing public, and I
thought Jon & Don's program was worth printiIlg as an example to others who might want
to follow suit. It offers a fine variety in musical taste, and a good representation
of Ampico's top recording artists. I was especially impressed by the programnotec
"It is requested - no conversation during the concert program". I wonder what luck
they had in squelching the ever-present babble-accompanists?
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Composer

Friml
Offenbach
Liszt
Chopin
Chopin
Mascagni
Schul z-Evler
(after Strauss)

Selection

"Ginannina Mia"
Les Contes d'HoffmAn
Htmgarian Rhapsody No .6
Waltz in E Minor, Posthumous
Waltz Brilliante in F Major, Ope 34, No.3
Cavalleria Rusticana
Concert Arabesque on

The Blue Danube Waltz

Intermission

Pianist

Enrico Lavarro*
Wilfred Pelletier
Mischa Levitzki
Benno Moiseiwitsch
Sergei Rachmaninov
Pietro Mascagni

Josef Lhevinne

Rigoletto Paraphrase

"0 Mio Babbino Caro"
Rhapsodie d'Auvergne in C Major, Ope 73

Puccini
Saint-Sa~ns

Verdi
(Liszt pare , )

Schubert Serenade
Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue

Grainger "Waltz of the
(after Tschaikowsky)

Theme

Flowers" Paraphrase

Milton Suskind*
Alexander Brailowsky

Phillip Gordon

Hans Barth
Adam Carroll*

Erwin Nyiregyhazi

Puccini
Debussy
Strauss, R.

(Cooper t rans , )
Friml
Jacobi
Liszt
Olcott

(Sims para.)

Intermission

"Musetta's Waltz", from La Boheme
Prelude to "Afternoon of a Faun"

Der Rosenkavalier Waltzes

The Firefly Selections
"On Miami Shore" 9 Waltz
Liebestraum

"My Wild Irish Rose" Paraphrase

Howard Brockway
George Copeland

Charles Cooper*

RUdolph Friml
Clair & Pollock
Leo Ornstein

Lee Sims

* AMICA Honorary Members

RECORDING, CODING & RE-CODING: A CONTRIBUTION

The following article has been kindly provided by Nelson Barden, who feels it will
bring us all to a point from which future research can build . He minimizes the importance
of the article, hut I found it to contain many interesting insights of which I had been
unaware. They were gleaned from his interviews with Adam Carroll, Julius Chaloff,
Dr. Clarence Hickman, and Angelo Valerio. More details will be available later directly
from Barden & Clark, when they have had the time to compile and offer them to their
clamoring public.

We may all be grateful to Barden & Clark for making these fruits of their costly research
available to us. Although they must rely on us and our collections for livelihood and
depend on sales to finance the inestimable good they do in our field of interest, yet
they are among our most contributive members, and have sent me - free - far more
information than I could have expected (not the least of which is the intelligence that
there is a place named "Dismal Seepage, Arkansas"). If you're truly grateful, you will
all immediately place orders for reams & reams of polylon and great tubs of polyglop
and "Thunder over Paradise". The names Alone Moe worth the price: Incidentally, if you
are not yet on the mailing list for their delightfully-written brochures, write and
upbraid them for it: 22 Rutland Square, Boston, Massachusetts, 02118.
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by Nel son Barden

The musical validity of the reproducing piano has been a subject of controversy since
t he preliminary efforts of Edwin Welte at the turn of the century. It has always been
difficult for pianists, critics, or the public to accept the idea that a machine could
"make music" . Despite extensive advertising campaigns and rapid improvements in the
fidelity of performance, these pianos have been considered sophisticated toys, divorced
from Art by virtue of their mechanical nature.

Inasmuch as Art is a function of human elements and direction, a machine of itself
cannot create Art. Mechanical means are nonetheless involved in the realization of most
art forms, and in piano playin~the performer 8s body is literally a machine operating
another machine (the piano). It is at least theoretically possible to substitute a
compl e t e l y mechanical device for the performer-machine so that his key and pedal
movements are precisely duplicated. Although the artist will not be visible at the
keyboard, the sounds of his performance will be recreated.

In the case of reproducing pianos such as the Welte-Mignon, Duo-Art and Ampico, we must
establish not only the machine 6s potential for fidelity, but also the extent to which
that potential was realized . It is toward both these ends th~t the writer, dissatisfied
wi th a patchwork of rumor, has started.. gathering first=hanf1 information . The. following
preliminary effort is gleaned from .per sona l interviews wi th Adam Carroll, Dr . Clarence
Hickman, Julius Chaloff, and others who were intimately involved with the Ampico .
Complete transcriptions of these interviews will be available at a later date .

Ampico popular and classical rolls were not made by the same process . For the popular
rolls, the dyn~mics wer~ D~ver recnrded, eve~ After the advent of the Hickman. Recorder
in 1926 . A basic music ar'rengement; was han.d-played into the note recorder which
generated a very accur:ate .penc il - U n.."e-cording. On this roll, wrong notes were erased
and additional notes and figurations pencilled in as .necessary, a process known as
"correcting". Further corrections and additions might later be hand=cut into trial
copies of the perforated rolls.

Until 1936 most rolls were hand-played, though frequently under pseudonyms, or "noms de
p iano" . This practice, universal among piano roll companies, was intended to fatten the
artist roster. Particular pseudonyms were assigned a definite style of play ing in order
to preserve their tenuous identity and to save the real artistgs reputation for a
higher c l a s s of music .

Selections of titles and artists (or pseudonyms) was a function of J . Milton Delcamp,
General Manager of the Recording Department during the years 1922-29. With Adam Carroll,
he had previously been wi th a subsidiary of the Auto Piano Company called "The Republi c
Player Roll Corp." ~ until their bankruptcy in 1922.

Adam Carroll, who was responsible for a large percentage of the popular Ampico rolls,
also recorded under the pseudonyms Victor Lane, Harry Shipman, and Corrine .de Bert,
although t he latter was usually Edgar Fairchild . Mr. Fairchild, Editor-in-chief of the
Recording Department until 1925, also used his original name, Milton Suskind, and others .

Recordings by the real artist and one of his pseudonyms (such as Carroll & Lane) were in
this case played by Adam Carroll and Edgar Fairchild, though occasionally Delcamp or
Victor Arden took the second part. Recordings by two pseudonyms (such as Shipman & Lane)
were accomplished in the same fashion. Four-hand arrangements requiring only Occasional
figuratio~ in one part might..be recar.ded by on Iy one artist and the rest penciled on to
the note roll, or cut into . the trial .roll c , Edgar .Fairchild did.muchof .the .dynamic
coding ("editing") for Adam Carrol1 8s recor.dings, and all of . it: .for Fairchild & Carroll
rolls. He was .a l so ..responsiblefor....t:he edi.t:ing of .much of the serious work of the.
period , including,allthe.Chaloff . and...pre-1925 Rachmaninov recordings. Accordi.ng .ro
Adam Carroll, other editors were: Margaret Dawson, Marguerite Volavy, Mortimer Browning,
Arnold Lockman, Egon Putz, and Angelo Valerio . '

After the pencil roll had been corrected, it was hand perforated at the start and end of
every note and dynamic marking. This roll was then read by vacuum in the or.dinary
manner on the automatic stencil machine, which was designed by Charles F . Stoddard, the
Director of the Ampico Research Laboratory. It was an enormously complicated device,
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with 700 valves for the trackerbar reading alone, which generated the typical slot~and~

dot note perforation from the hand~punched roll. It not only created several trial
rolls for playing and editing, but the master stencils as well . These were cut at
triple spacing so that while the trial roll showed a slot, the master stencil would
have spaced single perforations. These perforations were also read by vacuum on the
production perforators in East Rochester, which produced the familiar Ampico rolls.

Within limits, the playing rhythm was unimportant on the original note roll. By an
extremely ingenious combination of a floating trackerbar and an infinite gradation
drive, the machine automatically corrected faulty rhythm so the rolls could be used
for dancing. Ballad rolls had to be perforated as played in order to have "soul",
and were largely discontinued after 1935.

From this time on, for both the merged Ampico and Duo-Art, popular rolls were produced
almost exclusively by Frank Milne, a former Duo-Art popular artist of enormous tAlent .

, He used his own name as w~ll AS a wirle variety of p~eudonyms: Ralph Addison, Bob
Edgeworth , Robert FArquhar, Jeremy Lawrence, Ernest Leith, Noel Sherry, And the Sherry
Brothers. Though it is thought his ballad rolls were hand-played (and he was an
accomplished pianist), it is known that the best were drawn out on graph paper . The
latter constitute some of the most highly esteemed arrangements and dynamic coding of
the Ampico popular library. The performances were never heard until the trial cuttings
were made, and it is a considerable tribute to Milne's talent that they were so
successful.

The Ampico classical rolls before 1926 were also recorded only on the note recorder,
without dynamics . The process of editing was not only to improve the performance as
much as pos~ible, but to build up the dynamics from notations on the music made by the
editor during the recording session. Aside from the wrong notes and minor corrections
on the pencil roll, all editing was done by using a trial roll cut by the stencil
machine and played on an Ampico .

Whereas a popular roll might have additional figuration added at the pencil sheet stage,
the classical roll was always trial-perforated and played. The process of correction
was to lengthen the perforations by hand, or tape over them. Adding or subtracting
paper between notes in order to affect the phrasing was difficult unless held notes were
available to "borrow" from . Thus, while uneven chords or note placement could be
corrected, the overall effect was that produced by the artist, who was encouraged to
leave rough sections as examples of hi~ i nd i v i dua l i t y .

A unique and controversial feature of Ampico rolls was added during the editing process.
These were the note extensions covered by patents that were originally applied for by
Stoddard in 1911 -12 to improve the playing of mechanically~cut rolls . The technique
was to overcut (lengthen) the melodic notes, causing them to sustain through succeeding
harmonies and create a "~inging" melodic line. On Ampico rolls this meant the
perforations were arbitrarily lengthened past the end of the note(s) as played by the
artist . Chords and arpeggios were also extended, usually coincidental with damper
pedalling .

For a company to purport they reproduced the artistOs playing, yet to deliberately
change the recording, was peculiar. As late as the 1927 Tuners9 Convention talk,
Charles F. Stoddard argued the practice at some length. He used the standard Ampico
thesis that . the extensions only duplicate the artist's half-pedaling, which is the
quick and usually incomplete damping of the strings to control the amount of blurring
between one chord and another . This is not obtainable by the damping of the Ampico
reproducing mechanism, which is relat.ively slow and either on or off. The only way to
approximate the effect is through the use of selected note extensions. They are also
referred to in the Scientific American article of November, 1927, as "tone coloring
extensions" ~

Though an important pianistic technique, half-pedaled effects are not easy for the
performer to control . It is unlikely that even a very accomplished pianist would
half-pedal much of a melodic line, and never to the extent seen on the Ampico rolls .
Considering the constant extensions of single notes as well as chords~ this argument
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constituted an inadequate and unsophisticated justification.

A possible advantage was that Ampico rolls played on a non~reproducing player sound
smoother. Since on the rolls from the early 1920's a preponderance of the chord
extensions duplicate damper pedal action, an 88 =note piano would be certain to sustain
these notes, whether its damper pneumatic worked from the roll or not . Dr. Hickman,
Mr. Stoddard's assistant, was anxious at the time to get rid of the technique, but was
overruled by Stoddard for this reason only. But since the Ampico .bass and..treble cancel
and dynamic tracks constantly work the top and bottom notes of .a . 88-noteaction, :these
must be taped..ov.er on the .t r a cker bar . Whether non-Ampico owners bothered .to . do . t h i s , or
whether any substantial portion of roll sales ~s to 88-note piano .owner s i s not known.
Cert~inly the few Ampico rolls encountered in 88 -note collections would indicate
otherwise .

From a mechanical point of . view the extensions were undesireable. The note sheet was
weakened, and it .wa s a waste of suction to bleed so many .pouches at ..thesame...tlme. Worse
yet,a .reproducing piano holding 10 or 15 notes down at once rather obviously exceeded
the capabilities of a single pianist, and made questionable the fidelity of the
performance .

Actually, there were two reasons for the extensions. The first was that the artists
themselves felt the sound. was somehow different if the sustaining was done. by holding
the keys down instead of only using the damper pedal. Dr . Hickman, who thought .
differ~ntly, won numerous bets using a roll he had perforated with selections played
both ways .

More important was that at least the melodic extensions do mAke the playing smoother and
allow more lati.tude. in editing.. Almost alL Ampicos were . installed. in. pianos..under.6.!8"
in length. Which, becauseof .theslze"arerather short-.toned. By means of .arbitrary
melodic extensions, a small piano can be made to "sing" with some of the elegance of the
9' concert grand normally used by the artist.

Considering the disadvantages of the chord. extensions, it is not surprising they were
largely discontinued in the late . 1920 i s , and that 'A 9 to 'B' roll conversions show a
great reduction. But melodic extensions , were always used, even in the Jumbos and by
Frank Milne until he left the company in 1941.

The musical justification (if any) was that the editors could capture on a small piano
the singing tone as well as the superb legato effects of such as Lhevinne. Comparison
of his wan and uninteresting Welte rolls to , the graceful . disc ,and..Amplco .recordings.
would seem .to hear this out . For the plAying of a "c1ry" pianist ..such .asRachmanlnov,
this kind of .edl t i ng wa s perhaps not as necessary. His accuracy .ofattackandcon.tro1
of the piano was. phenomenal. Julius ,Cha l o f f has stated that.Rachmaninov was. the .on l y
Ampico artist consistently able to trigger large chords so that each note would record
with the same dynamic level and at precisely the same time.

The moot point is that of fidelity. The editors could and did use the extensions to
"warm" the playing of lesser artists. However, a comparison of such rolls as the Julia
Glass and Lhevinne versions of On Wings of Song indicates the practice was perhaps not
as prevalent or effective as might be thought.

After 1925 .the Hickman Dynamic Recorder (spark chronogr.aph) gave such an accurate
picture of the intensity of nearly all the notes that the coding process was simple
enough for unskilled girls. Though they wet:e poorly paid and TIIOsto.f them were .no.t;
musicians, they ,were able to at least do the preU.minary . work"leaving ..th.eepitor.to.
concentrate .roor.eon the musical aspects , The dynamic sheet did. not. ,give .nhe . intensi.t.y..
of everyno.t.e .pl ay.ed,. asseveraloctaves ..wer.e ti.ed. .togetherand adjacent..no.tesaLso..
recorded on.. t:he .,same segment • .'. But .interpolation was..easy incase. of .over.lapping-'l .and
for the first time . it waspossible ,to .record .in. permanent; form enoughlnformati.on to
actually duplicate the original performance. As a result, the rolls began to show
a substantial improvement.

All rolls made on the Hickman Recorder were intended for eventual use on the model 'B'
Ampico and most were coded accordingly . However, the 1926-27 rolls do not utilize the
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the full capabilities of that mechanism because model 'A' pianos were still used by the
editors. The only model 'B' then available to them was the Research Laboratory pilot
model, used predominantly by Margaret Dawson and Mme. Volavy.

Many rolls later issued as 'B' rolls or Jumbos were recorded after 1926. Those that
were not could be re-coded with comparative ease by utilizing the 'A' coding and the
inherent musicianship of the editor. Since the recording piano, a small Chickering
grand, did not have an Ampico mechanism, it was not possible to re-record or overdub,
nor was it necessary to do so. Even at this time, the production of a single roll
might take as long as six weeks before the "workable master" became the "final master"
and was sent to East Rochester to operate the production perforators . Another month
and a half was then consumed in perforation and distribution before the roll was
announced in the monthly bulletin.

While it might seem that the sliding crescendo utilized in the Ampico mechanism would
eventually become inaccurate enough to substantially affect the fidelity, this is not the
case in a well-Rdjusted piano. There are, however, substantial differences between the
model 'A' and model 'B'. On the model 'A', slow crescendo is 9 seconds; fast, 1 second.
The expression stages affect the suction from minimum to maximum. On the model 9B' ,
slow crescendo is 4 seconds; fast, ~ second, and the expression stages can affect the
suction from minimum to ~ the maximum. Full suction is achieved by a three-stage lock
valve on the pump spill worked from an additional perforation.

To compare the two, the model 'A' stages are large and the crescendo will hAve less
effect for a given perforation length, lo7hile . the .mode l 'B' stages are small and the
crescendo will have much greater effect. rhough the stages and crescendo tend to
balance out, it is immediately apparent that 'A' and 'B' rolls are not compatible on
the other model if the full potential of the roll is to be realized .

The crescendo coding was not quite as difficult for the Ampico editor as it must have
been for the Welte editor, who had only two crescendos with one reference point (MF
stop) as opposed to Ampico's two crescendos and seven intensities. Since the editor
knew the tempo and the effect of a certain length of perforation, he could make a fair
guess and later correct it. Trial rolls exhibit a great deal of editing, much of it
concerned with separating the melody line and its dynamic coding from the rest of a
chord in the same register. Pianists sometimes use a heavier touch as one method of
accenting a melodic note, but most commonly this is achieved by attacking with a hand
position having the melodic finger lower than the rest . Thus the note plays quicker,
and because the weight of the hand is largely dissipated on it, the rest of the chord
is later and softer. Though pianists tend to do this unconsciously, it was a special
headache for the editor to manage the separation without seeming to break the chord.
In most cases the chord is taped one increment. (termed a "square") back, leaving the
melody note in position. Crescendo perforations, soft pedal, and expression stages
show extensive reworking.

A constantly recurring problem in fast playing was to be able to leave enough space
between repeated notes. Usually the first note was shortened to give the valves time
to reseat, but if the spacing was still too close, the music was rearranged. Julius
Chaloff has stated that passages in his Chopin F Minor Ballade recording are rearranged
for this reason. It was a more common occurrence to gain space. by using a faster roll
speed, but this was impossible on very long rolls which approached the limit of the
take-up spool flanges.

When we look at the finished product, the coding and editing process may seem nearly
impossible to duplicate. Actually, it was probably not as difficult - even before 1926 
as might be imagined. If we try coding a mechanically-arranged roll, the results are
entirely unsatisfactory. But if we turn off the expression on a reproducing piano and
playa reproducing roll, the effect is qUit~ different - ' t her e still seems to be some
dynamic variation remaining . While the propaganda of the period would have us believe
the artist somehow has his fingers, or soul, enmeshed in our pianos, the actual reasons
are somewhat more involved and much more interesting.
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Once a beat pattern is set up, the ear expects to hear each suc.cessive beat fall like
the click of ' a metronome. If it does not, even by a tiny amount, .t he mind plays tricks.
The perception is not necessarily that the note or chord is early or late, but that it
1s louder or softer, i.e. more or less intense.

Model 'B' owners . find an . example..in the process of note compensation - setting the
minimum playing ..intensLty. o.t each note uslnga test. roll. mAde for the, .purpose. The
success oftheadjustment...depends....on .making .alL.the...notes.. .sound ,at,..precise.lY.the ..same
intensi.tyat. ..the .lo.wast . s uctlon .. . ...Using.."SOIDa._test .,r.o.l.ls. .now. .avaUable i .t...is.,imposaibl.e
to be accurate, ..because .unll.ke .,t he .or i g i n a l " ..the...perforat ions on..the ..roU .are n.ot even.
The notes fall ahead or behind the true beat. Our ears are fooled into thinking we
have done a good job, yet a note sweep disproves it.

In the perf.ormance.of..keyboard .music, . harpsichord playing is . the best example. As we
know, there is very.. l.ittle .dynami.c ,difference .available on a single set oLharpsi.chord
strings; they.can ..be ...pl.ucked.fas.tor ..slow, bu.t . thevolumeofstr.ing.,tone . is suhstantiall y
the same.Yet.. &. ..gJ:e&t..harpsichordist creates very .expr.es s i y e ,musi.c., I or. .he. .ahov..e ,a l l ..
other keyho.ard~.ar.tis.ts. uti.lizes,.what .are:. called. n agog,i.c accents". .an.cL'~rubato" D· , Th ese , are
musi cal . terms ..f.or....jusn, what we .have...been talking. about •.. '.An.agoglcaccentconsis t.s.,of, .. .. ,.
playing. .a..no.te .or ..chord. a .llttle .ofL.the ..beat .to. ..achi.eve. a .hei.ghtene.d..musicaleffect-e-.

Ruhato .ls ..the...same.techniq.ue .appUed to, .a "ser i e s of.beats. .in , a .melodi.c ..Une".Gr ,phrase. to .
give .t hem .s hape .. and.. defini,tion.•.. ..l~ . was· said .of Wanda Landowska' .s harps.Lchord.playing. .
that "shewas."a.genius.at.un.der.l.ining..the . dramatic. and.emo.tionalcontentofa p.iece•.., .
When she ,came._t o ..a ..ho1d" . w.orLda.,tottered..and.. thesUll.. ..sto.pped...unti.1. ...she. ..wentoncto ·"tA~· · .., .
next phrase." . TO.,.be...sur.e,.her...bag...oI...mus.i.caL..tr1ck.s..w&.S- .deep..and .full., .hu.t..in .the .ma'in
her effects consisted of' :;~omeof the most enticing rubato and agcg i c accents in
modern-day playirig~ .

Pianists use agogic accents to a greater or l~sse.r ~!:, andrubatoalmost constantly.
A Viennese waltz may be wrltten ,ll.k.e.ot.h.er ,waltzes with three beats to the measure,. but
it is played. .wi.th..:tbe..second.. he.atearly... (anagogicaccent) , ...giving a wonderful , .Uft ..ancL .
charm ..tothe .music,. Mo.s.t..music .oLthe romantic. pe.riodi.s. playe.dwi th ,g.reat -rrub.ato.,~ .

thatwas ".the .sty1e."oLthe.time . ,.. B.utduring.. theperiod"itwas ,common ,pr a c t i c e t c) ,a pp l y: .
thestandard.of. .th.e..day.,totbe.performance...of all musi.c, .especlaU.y.of ..an .ear.Uer
century. So while Paderewski and many others used much rubato in early music, such a
technique is now considered historically' iriaccurate and is .hi' 'd i s f avor .

These patterns.oLsubtlenote-misplacement nonetheless . make. music personal and
interesting, and .contributemucb .to...making a ..machine capable of reproducing apiani.st' s
playing wi threallsm• . . Tbe. ,."soul!t . o.f pianQ. music..so highly. touted . in .t he Ampico, Duo-Art
and Welte-Mignon advertising of the period was, ' for the. most part, rubato and agogfc
accent. Thebest-known.,form.. of .many. is .t he ritard at. theend .of .a piec.e, which is so
simple that Frank. Milne constructed it on .graph, pap.er . .. But .whenwe..tryto. "express a
strict-time ..rolt, .we ..are doomed to. .a mechanical ,r e s ul t . Not so wi thtberoll .o f .the
reproducing .piano. In. a .qu i e t .s e l e c t i on n o t , r e qu l r i n g .g r e a t ,.dynami c .r ange , much of .t he
work of "expression" is already done by tpe artist, who has used a wide variety of
non-dynamic techniques to enhance his playing. .

The note recorder .must .be quite accurate to capture these subtleties, and the Ampico
recorder .designed .by. Charles Stoddard was just. .that. , Key contacts in the recording
pianowex:e conne.c.ted.to . the~ so lenoi ds of the recording. machine . These operat.edase.ries .
of styli' .r .e.s tlng. on .the- n o t e sheet, which ran over a drum . coated with carbon .pa p.er • .
To indic.ate ..a .note, ,t he . stylus had.cmly ..to. move. . a . f.e.w. ,thousandt~ ,O-f .an. inch . for a ,mark
to appaar, on, .the... un.der.s i d.e .of ,theshe,et.- _ Great accuracy was .pos s i b l e. not only .through.
thespeed..of...thi.s . .tiny" mo.ve.men..t, -.hu.t ..aJ.so...be.caU&a-~"ke~ ..CQAtac.ts. .were .set . hi.gh•. . ,I t .
was hardly....necess8rY .~..to .DIOre "th.an...brush.a".key...for. .the..note ...tor.ecor,d• ... MadeLine.Ga.y.lor",
the..girl ..sho.wn..in the .November 1.9~7 Scientific Ameri.can. ~rticleove.rthecaptions .
"Transferr.1ng .Mu,surementslland !'Wr.ong.NotQS , Are.El hunated" ..(pag~.s6l& 63 Player Piano.
Treasury) ,.st a.te.s,.,.J:hat.a t ..the. ..time, ,. she .CQu l d,n o.t . ,un d.er ,stand ...why. ..such ,gr.eat pianist~.lIlade

so many mistakes. She was a budding pianist herself" but did not realize the recorder
was somewhat over-accurate. These "bl ips"were of ceurse erased • ... . . ~~ , ,
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The operation of the Hickman Dynamic Recorder is fully covered by Dr. Hickman 's
article in the Journal of the Accoustical Society of America for October 1929, to
which the reader is referred . Additional contacts to operate it were added to the
recording piano. The note recorder remained the same except for the addition of a
synchronized marking device, as the note roll ran at varying speeds but the dynamic
roll was always at the same speed . The dynamic sheet yielded remarkably accurate
measurements of the speed of the piano hammer travel, thus exact indications of
the dynamic .

Before 1926, it is now known that the artists were frequently not at all pleased with
the rolls, and that despite an immense amount of painstaking editing, would refuse to
approve them. Then it became the editor's job to please the artist at almost any cost
so the selection could be released. The faults were not infrequently that of the
artist, whose subjective response while playing was vastly inferior to the objectivity
of the recorder.

Also, Chaloff has stated that the playing of the Ampico was not always successful
simply because the artist was not present - that without a human pianist making
appropriate gestures at the keyboard, the playing seemed flat and un interesting. For
this reason, Mr. Chaloff says he always tried (as did the other great artists) to
somewhat overemphasize the agogics, crescendos, and other expressive techniques during
the recording session, if it could be done without distorting the music.

Because the approval of the artist was necessary before release of the roll, a poor
pianist who was a good critic of his own playing could, in theory, improve his playing
ad infinitum. Actually, this did not happen to a great extent. Not only was the
process too time-consuming for much except the most mechanical of corrections; it was
impossible to change the performance completely when working with a punched roll.

Thus, fading techniques such as Rosenthal's could be revitalized, the heavy hand of
E. Robert Schmitz lightened to please SAlon f"Rrs, And the cnlrl-fi~h. playing of such as
George Proctor warmed in a bath of note extensions. But to create out of whole cloth
such stunning pianism as Lhevinne's Blue Danube Waltz Arabes~, Rachmaninov's B Minor
Scherzo, Chaloff's Islamey, or any of a host of others, ~ers on the impossible .

Despite the liberties of editing and some inherent mechanical shortcomings such as the
repetition problem, this writer feels the Ampico reproducing piano is musically valid .
Direct comparison of rolls to the very limited number of discs by the same artist
playing the same selection in about the same year, do show the reproducing piano
occasionally lacks subtlety. But to many people the effect of the playing is superior
overall because it is immediate, vital, and performed on a real piano "right in your
livingroom".

Concerning the dubious editing processes, what of the universal modern practice of
pasting piano recordings together on magnetic tape? Artur Rubinstein is heard in
concert to drop handfuls of notes under the piano, but his discs are perfect . We have
only to listen to "undoctored" discs such as the Horowitz Carnegie Hall series to
realize the extent of the practice .

It is as true of RCA and Columbia as it was of Welte-Mignon, Duo-Art and Ampico: a
recording company has the obligation to do the best it can with available resources .
Thus musical veracity may also be demonstrated by the vast n~bers of unrhythmical,
unmusical and completely uninteresting rolls cranked out by a host of fortunately
forgotten pianists. Ohvious ploys aside, such as increasing the tempo for a flashy
effect, hundreds of rolls demonstrate little or no real piano technique. If it had
been possible to create great artists out of every pianist by "silk purse" .ed i t i ng ,
these "sow's ear" rolls would not exist . Instead, all would play with the flash, dash,
fire and style of the headliners.


